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Binocular

retail price list
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22 x 100 BC and BCF series

* 100mm
objective lenses
* Multicoated
* Metal construction

We price the BCF as binocular
only, however we suggest you

* Contoured eye cups

use this model with a tripod.

* Fast central focussing

Connection to any standard
tripod is quick and easy

* Tough body

via the central clamp
which is adjustable to provide

* Flip filter system (on BCF)
* Bak4 prisms

the correct balance.

We have a range of tripods
available.

Optical Hardware BC / BCF 22x100 Binocular

* Comfortable, ultra
bright viewing

The BC / BCF are high quality long range
observation binoculars.
Powerful 22x magnification combined
with massive 100mm objectives provides
an incredibly bright image with
BAK 4 prisms and full multicoating for
ultra clear and colour corrected viewing.
The central focussing allows fast focussing on
your subject and the shaped eyecups make the
viewing system incredibly comfortable.
The BC or BCF is a great choice for astronomy,
coastal observation, birdwatching and surveillance.
Birdwatchers and particularly sea watchers
requiring high magnification, speed of focussing
combined with high resolution images.
The BC and BCF models are essentially identical
Except that the BCF has a built 'switch-in' filter system

Guide retail price
including VAT

BC
22x100
Binocular

£

399.00

BCF
22x100
Binocular

£

429.00

Aluminium
case for
above

£

39.00

The eye viewing system of the BCF incorporates an
ingenious flip-in filter system reducing
brightness and glare making this binocular
a great chioce for astronomy
or viewing in bright conditions
The binocular is supplied with a neck strap, however
we would suggest that this model is best used on a
tripod or perhaps a strong monopod.
We would suggest the Olivon TR154 or 158 tripod
and full details can be
found on our Olivon price list.
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